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A multiphase program aimed at investigating the importance of thermal

buoyancy to LblFBR steam-generator and heat-exchanger thermal hydraulics under

low—flow transient conditions is being conducted in the Argonne Mixing

Components Test Facility (MCTF) [1,2,3] on a 60° sector shell-side flow model

of the Westinghouse straight-tube steam generator being developed under the

US/DOE large-component development program (see Fig. 1). A series of shell-

side constant-flow thermal--downramp transient tests have been conducted

focusing on the phenomenon of thermal-buoyancy-induced-flow channeling. In

addition, it was discovered that a shell-inlet flow-distribution plenum can

play a significant role in mitigating the severity of a thermal transient

entering a steam generator or heat exchanger. The latter topic will be
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addressed in this paper.

Thermocouple responses at the inlet to the steam generator (27) and to

the tube bundle (Plate C,6) (see Fig. 2) were fit by the method of least

squares to a straight line to determine the maximum thermal transient ramp

rate, Kg. The maximum value of Kg at the tube-bundle inlet shroud (among all

10 of the thermocouples at Plate C) and at the inlet pipe to the steam

generator (27) are -1.37 °C/s and -10.37 °C/s, respectively, for Test

SG5OA7. There is an order of magnitude decrease in the value of Kg between

the inlet pipe and exit of the inlet plenum. Thus, the plenum volume and

perforated plates A and B promote increased mixing, which can greatly mitigate

the severity of a thermal transient. Figure 3 summarizes the effect of the

inlet plenum on Kg for tests with two different flow rates, 11.38 m /hr and

5.69 nr/hr. For mild thermal transients with |Kg| < 0.5, the values of Kg at

the inlet pipe and at the tube-bundle inlet are approximately equal. As the

thermal transients become more severe at the inlet pipe (Kv ), a constant
EIN

value of tube-bundle shroud inlet Kw is approached, -0.75 °C/s for a flow
. hINT

rate of 5.69 ra3/hr and -1.3 °C/s for a flow rate of 11.38 m3/hr. Thus, for

very severe thermal transients, the inlet plenum greatly attenuates the

transient severity, while for weak thermal transients, i.e., |Kg| < 0.5, the

inlet plenum has no mitigating effect.

Current practice in inlet-plenum design is to design for circumferential

symmetry of the flow entering the tube bundle. Present results indicate that

the designer should add another requirement for thi inlet-plenum design—that

is to mitigate thermal transients entering steam generators and heat

exchangers. Future effort will be directed toward understanding the nature of



the mixing and thermal ramp attenuation occurring in the inlet plenum, i.e.,

the relationship of the hole size and porosity of the distribution shroud and

baffles to the volume of fluid in the inlet plenum as it affects mixing.
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Fig. 1 Steam-Generator 60° Sector Tube-Bundle Flow Model
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Fig. 2 Inlet (27) and Exit (58) Thermocouple Responses
Together With Response of Thermocouple (6) at
Plate C for SG50A7
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